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AGRICULTURE IN THE GATT

Note by the Secretariat

Corrigendum

Page 15:

In first paragraph under "(b) Other exceptions under Protocols of Accession",

- Delete "preferences" in second sentence and replace with:

"existing trading regulations with respect";

- Delete last sentence and replace with:

"There are provisions in the respective Protocols of Accession of Poland, Romania, and Hungary, whereby other contracting parties still maintaining quantitative restrictions, not consistent with Article XIII, on imports from those countries, must remove the restrictions progressively. The restrictions currently in force apply essentially to non-agricultural products."

- Add in footnote 3:

"It is specified in the Protocols of Accession of Hungary and Romania that such restrictions not removed by 1 January 1975 are subject to examination, with a view to their elimination, in the working parties set up under the Protocols."